**Memorable Melody: ‘Rock the Boat’**

One of the first disco songs to hit No. 1 on the Billboard Hot 100 chart, this upbeat number by the Hues Corporation almost wasn’t a hit at all. Released in 1974 as the third single from their debut album, “Rock the Boat” had little airplay until record producers realized it was riding a wave of popularity in New York dance clubs. The song was remixed so the energetic bongo drums and bass were more prominent, beckoning listeners to groove to the beat and catchy lyrics.

The ‘70s have stories to tell and so many memories to share! Join us for ICE Coffee & Conversation outside to soak up the sun and take in the beauty that surrounds us. Check the Leisure & Enrichment Calendar for all the Activities that surround this month’s decade.

**Mark Your Calendar ~ June 21st From 4p-6p**

The Annual Martha Jefferson House ‘GARDEN PARTY’ is back! We want to kick off the 2022 Summer Season with a concert in the Perry Wing Courtyard. More details to follow, but get ready to enjoy the start of this beautiful time of the year. Other exciting plans in June include ... a kids parade, dog visits from the SPCA and of course our celebration of the amazing FATHERS here at Martha Jefferson House. Thank you for bearing with us as we try to get Activities back to where we once were, while monitoring the safety for Residents and Staff.